
Six 'mitzvot' of Purim... and more

Zeicher L'Machatzit HaShekel
Before Megila reading, it is customary
to give three half-shekel coins (or half
of whatever currency is used in your
country) in commemoration of the
Silver Half-Shekel collected annually in
the time of the Beit HaMikdash. Some
suggest giving a total of the value of the
original Half-Shekel, about 25å

(based on 3.65å/$ and 67¢ per gram of silver)

[1] Megila reading - once at night
and once during the day. daytime
reading is considered to be DIVREI
KABALA, a higher level obligation
than the Rabbinic rule of reading it
also at night. Obviously, everyone -
man, woman, child - should hear
Megila both night and day.

[2] AL HANISIM is inserted in each
Amida and Birkat HaMazon of Purim.
Omitting AL HANISIM does not
require repeating either the daven-
ing or benching, but in each case
there is a second place to insert AL
HANISIM if you forgot to say it in its
“official” place. 

For the Amida, one would say AL
HANISIM right before YIH-YU
L’RATZON IMREI FI... Going back is
not an option once you finish the
bracha within which AL HANISIM is
said. 

Similarly for benching. Once you
conclude AL HAARETZ V’AL
HAMAZON, don’t go back, but say
AL HANISIM as a HARACHAMAN,
towards the end of the benching. In
this case, a modified intro is used. It
goes something like this (texts vary):

Fn §M zF`l̈ §t ¦p §e mi ¦q ¦p Epl̈ d ¤U£r©i `Ed ,on̈ £g ©xd̈
 .d¤G ©d o ©n §G ©A m ¥dd̈ mi ¦nÏ ©A Epi «¥zFa £̀ ©l dÜr̈ ¤W

Continue with ...x ¥Y §q ¤̀ ¦e i ©k ¢c §xn̈ i ¥ni ¦A

[3] Torah reading. After the Amida
of Shacharit, before Megila reading,
a 9-pasuk portion (Sh'mot 17:8-16)
from the end of B'shalach is read (3
Aliyot), beginning with...

:m «¦ci¦t §x¦A l ¥̀ẍ §U¦iÎm¦r m¤g¬̈N¦I©e w®¥ln̈ £r Ÿ̀ aÏ©e

Note that with a minimum require-
ment of 3 Aliyot and a minimum of 3
p'sukim per Aliya, this 9-pasuk
reading is the shortest possible.
However, no other reading suffices
with the minimum (10 p'sukim is the
shortest). The plain reason is that
the portion of the Amalek battle is
only 9 p'sukim long. The "extra
touch" reason is that Amalek and
Haman receive no more Torah
reading than is absolutely necessary.
(S'faradim double the last pasuk to
read a total of 10 p'sukim.)
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[4] Matanot LaEvyonim - gifts to
the poor. Giving money to a Tzedaka
fund that will not be distributing
money to poor people on Purim day
itself, is NOT an ideal way to fulfill
this mitzva, and should be a last
resort, when one has no access to
poor people on Purim day. The
requirement is to give to a minimum
of two poor people. If one gives gifts
to poor people on Purim eve, or even
a couple of days before Purim, and
the poor people will use the money
on Purim day, there are opinions that
this fulfills the mitzva of Matanot
LaEvyonim. Ideally, the gifts to the
poor should be given early in the
morning of Purim day, so that the
recipients can use the money for
their Purim Seuda needs. This mitzva
can be fulfilled with money or food.
Ideally, one should give an amount
equal to the value of a meal, even
though a much smaller amount
technically fulfills the mitzva. Some
say that the gifts should be
significant enough - or special
enough - to bring joy to the
recipients. One should not use
"Maaser money" for Matanot
LaEvyonim. Since women are also
obligated on this mitzva, they should
do it, or if they are relying on their
husbands, the husband should have
in mind that he is doing his mitzva,
and for his wife. Children should do

this mitzva on their own and not rely
on their father's giving. When one
spends a significant amount of
money for his Purim Seuda and
Mishlo'ach Manot, he should not just
do Matanot LaEvyonim in a token
fashion, but should do it generously.

[5] Mishlo'ach Manot. Main reason
given for this mitzva is to show that
Haman's statement about the
Jewish people is a terrible lie. He
said that we are a scattered people
who don't care about each other.
That we lack unity. This mitzva of
giving gifts of food to fellow Jews,
providing them with Purim delights,
sharing with them, all point out
Haman's lie. Some say that the
mitzva of Mishlo'ach Manot should
be done specifically through a
SHALI'ACH, an agent. In other
words, you give gifts of food to
someone who will give them on your
behalf to the intended recipient.
Others do not consider a Shali'ach to
be necessary. Sender and receiver
should be aware of who will receive
and who sent, respectively. Sounds
obvious, but there are situations
that this rule addresses. For
example, you bring Mishlo'ach Manot
to someone who isn't home. You
leave it on the door handle. If you
don't identify the package as coming
from you, or if the person does not
get the package until after Purim,
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there is something lacking in this
particular giving. Usually, people
give to more than the minimum one
recipient, so if there is something
technically lacking in some of the
Mishlo'ach Manot, it is most likely
that the mitzva is fulfilled in some of
the other Mishlochot. Some opinions
hold that the sender and recipient
need both be observing Purim on the
day in question. This is particularly
an issue for Yerushalayim sending to
open-city folk and vice versa, when
one is observing Purim on the 14th
and the other on the 15th of Adar.
Make sure that at least one person
you send Mishlo'ach Manot to is
observing Purim on the same day
that you are, and on the same day
you send the gifts. Manot is plural,
and the practice is to send at least
two different food items as
Mishlo'ach Manot (they need not be
of different brachot). The food
should be ready to eat, rather than
require cooking or baking, etc.
Another reason for two gifts,
besides the pluralness of the word
MANOT, is to commemorate the two
gifts that Achashveirosh gave to
Esther - Beit Haman and his royal
ring. Most opinions say that drink
can be counted as one (or both) of
the gifts; others say that drinks -
even wine - do not count for the two
gifts. In "normal" situations, it is

considered a proper practice to send
Mishlo'ach Manot back to those who
sent them to you. It is considered
preferable to send back something
different from what one received.
This way, one's joy is increased in the
receiving and sending. Some hold
that one should fulfill the mitzva of
Mishlo'ach Manot before he eats
breakfast. Right after davening in
the morning is ideal, because
Shehecheyanu before Megila goes
for the other mitzvot of the day, as
well.

[6] Seudat Purim. This is a Purim
Day mitzva, and a seuda at night is
not considered a fulfillment of the
mitzva. Nonetheless, one should also
eat something special on Purim
night. Although one can fulfill the
mitzva of Seudat Purim in the
morning, it is the widespread
practice (except when Purim is on
Erev Shabbat) to have the seuda
after davening Mincha. The main
fulfillment of Seudat Purim is during
the day, but the common practice is
to extend the seuda into the night.
For 14th of Adar people, this has the
advantage of also including the 15th
as part of the Purim period. For 15th
of Adar people, it is less clear that it
is praiseworthy to extend their
seuda into the night. In either case,
there are differing opinions as to
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There are only two cities mentioned in the
Megila: Shushan, where the action took
place, and Yerushalayim, mentioned as the
place from which Mordechai was exiled to
Shushan. Jerusalem at the time of the
Purim events was in ruin. We can even say
that we were vulnerable to Haman's
threats and plot BECAUSE it was in ruin
and devoid of its inhabitants. Almost as a
prayer for the future Complete Geula,
Jerusalem was given a special prominence
in the celebration of Purim. It is today the
prime celebrant of Shushan Purim. To give
Jerusalem that status and honor, the focus
was shifted to the time of Yehoshua, the
first one to do battle against Amalek. As
joyous as Purim is, it is sorely lacking
rebuilt Jerusalem - may we see it soon.

where in Birkat HaMazon to say AL
HANISIM when one is benching at
night when it is officially not Purim
anymore. Some posit to say it in its
normal bracha, NODEH; others hold
that it should be said as a
HARACHAMAN (see earlier, #2). One
should have something special to eat
on the other day of Purim (Tuesday
for Wednesday people and vice
versa). Seudat Purim should
definitely have HaMotzi (even
though some sources state that it is
not a requirement). Ideally, one
should have wine at his seuda (more
than he usually has on other
occasions). Wine is such a significant
feature of the Megila, from the wine
mentioned at the early parties of the
king to the parties that Esther used
to plead before the king. Some say

that the "mitzva" of drinking applies
only to wine. Others give a slightly
different reason for drinking, and
that can be fulfilled by other
intoxicating beverages as well.
According to some opinions, meat
should be on the menu, because of
its being part of the traditional
definition of Simcha. 

Part of the mitzva of drinking is to
reach a point of not being able to
distinguish between "Blessed is
Mordechai" and "cursed is Haman".
Some say that this is achieved by
becoming inebriated. Others hold
that drowsiness or sleep from the
wine, accomplishes AD D'LO YADA.
Many poskim of our time say that
one should just drink a little more
wine than he usually does; one
should not get drunk.

IMPORTANT: If there is any fear that
one's drunkenness will cause
improper frivolity or a disrespect or
disregard for any mitzva or cause the
person to be insulting or disrespect-
ful of others - it would be forbidden
to get drunk. Far better to go with
the drowsy-sleep opinion to stay
within the boundaries of SIMCHAT
MITZVA. Special foods, enjoyable
guests, and Divrei Torah all add to
the SIMCHA that is be part of the
Seuda.

People who do not enjoy eating
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Mathematical AD D'LO YADA
Here's an off-the-record way of measuring if
a person reached AD D'LO YADA. Find the
gimatriya of ARUR HAMAN: 1+200+6+200
(407) + 5+40+50 (95). 407+95=502. BARUCH
MORDECHAI: 2+200+6+20 (228) + 40+200+
4+20+10 (274). 228+274=502. Gimatriya-
wise, there is no difference between ARUR
HAMAN and BARUCH MORDECHAI. Let's
look at AT-BASH gimatriya. ARUR HAMAN:
400+3+80+3 (486) + 90+10+9 (109). 486+109
=595. BARUCH MORDECHAI: 300+3+80+30
(413) + 10+3+100+30+40 (183). 413+183= 596.
Just 1 more! If you have even a little bit of
wine and can't add up these numbers, then
you have reached AD D'LO YADA.

meat, should eat foods that they do
enjoy. Those who don't enjoy wine
should at least have a little.

One should wear Shabbat & Yom Tov
clothes on Purim, in honor of the
day. (It seems reasonable to say that
a costume is also in honor of the day,
but not regular weekday clothing.)

According to Minhag Yerushalayim,
there is a special chapter of T’hilim
to say on Purim day, instead of the
“regular” Song of the Day. Others
will say both the regular one and the
special one. Some add to the special
one another one or two chapters (124
and/or 69). We include here just
AYELET HASHACHAR, T’hilim 22,
which is the Shir Shel HaYom for
Purim. This Psalm is said on the day
you observe as Purim. Some say this
at night too.

mixetl mei ly xiy ak mildz
i ¦l' ¥̀  i ¦l' ¥̀  :c «¦ec̈ §l xFn §f ¦n x ©g ©X ©d z¤l¤I ©̀ Îl ©r ©g ¥S©p §n«©l
:i «¦zb̈ £̀ «©W i ¥x §a ¦C i ¦zr̈E «Wi ¦n wFgẍ i ¦pŸ §a©f £r dn̈l̈
dÏ ¦nE «cÎ Ÿ̀l «§e dl̈ §i©l §e d¤p £r «©z Ÿ̀l §e mn̈Fi `ẍ §w ¤̀  i ©dŸl'«¡̀
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i ¦n ¦̀  o ¤h ¤A ¦n m ¤gẍ ¥n i ¦Y §k©l §Wd̈ Li¤lr̈ :i «¦O ¦̀  i ¥c §WÎl ©r
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oẄä i ¥xi ¦A ©̀  mi ¦A ©x mi ¦xR̈ i ¦pEaä §q :x«¥fFr oi ¥̀ Îi ¦M
m ¦i ©O ©M :b «¥̀ ŸW §e s ¥xŸh d¥i §x ©̀  m ¤di ¦R i©lr̈ EvR̈ :i ¦pE «x §Y ¦M
bp̈FC ©M i ¦A ¦l dïd̈ iz̈Fn §v ©rÎlM̈ Ec §x«R̈ §z ¦d §e i ¦Y §k ©R §W ¦p
wÄ §c ªn i ¦pFW §lE i ¦gŸM | U ¤x ¤g ©M W ¥aï :i «r̈ ¥n KFz §A q ¥np̈
mi ¦al̈ §M i ¦pEaä §qÎi «¦M :i ¦p «¥z §R §W ¦Y z ¤en̈Îx ©t£r«©l §e ig̈Fw §l ©n
x ¥R ©q £̀  :i«l̈ §b ©x §e i ©cï i ¦x £̀ «M̈ i ¦pEti ¦T ¦d mi ¦r ¥x §n z ©c£r
i ©cb̈ §a Ew §N ©g §i :i «¦aÎE` §x ¦i Ehi ¦A©i dÖ ¥d iz̈Fn §v ©rÎlM̈
wg̈ §x ¦YÎl ©̀  ii dŸ ©̀ §e :l «ẍFb Eli ¦R ©i i ¦WEa §lÎl ©r §e m ¤dl̈
i ¦W §t©p a ¤x ¤g ¥n dl̈i ¦S ©d :dẄE «g i ¦zẍ §f ¤r §l i ¦zElï ¡̀
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zFg §R §W ¦nÎl«M̈ Li¤pẗ §l Ee £g «©Y §W«¦i §e u ¤x ῭ Îi ¥q §t ©̀ ÎlM̈
El §k ῭  :m«¦iFB ©A l ¥WnE dk̈El §O ©d ii©l i ¦M :m«¦iFB
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ip̈Ÿc' «̀©l x ©R ªq §i EP ¤c §a ©r«©i r ©x¤f :d«Ï ¦g Ÿ̀l FW §t©p §e xẗr̈

:d «Ür̈ i ¦M cl̈Fp m ©r §l Fzẅ §c ¦v Eci ¦B ©i §e E Ÿ̀aï :xF «C©l
If one is only saying this Shir, he/she should
also say (choose your day of Purim):

.zÄ ©W §A i ¦ri ¦a §x/i ¦Wi ¦l §W mFi mFI ©d
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